Abstract. In this article we describe the relation between the Chern-Simons gauge theory partition function and the partition function defined using the symplectic action functional as the Lagrangian. We show that the partition functions obtained using these two Lagrangians agree, and we identify the semiclassical formula for the partition function defined using the symplectic action functional.
1. Introduction 1.1. Chern-Simons gauge theory. This article deals partly with Chern-Simons gauge theory, a topological field theory in 2 + 1 dimensions. As shown by Witten, this theory leads to invariants of three-manifolds M. The data necessary to define such invariants are a compact Lie group G (which we shall assume simple and simply connected, and much of the time shall take to be G = SU (2)), together with a parameter k, the level or coupling constant. The standard technique in physics for treating path integrals is to evaluate them as power series in 1 k , using stationary phase approximation around the critical points of the Lagrangian.
To define the invariant Z(M, k) of a three-manifold M, one uses the space A of connections A on a principal G-bundle P over M. (As G is simply connected, P must be trivial.) The space of connections A is the space of fields in the theory; the Lagrangian is the ChernSimons functional
We shall refer to Z(M, k) as the partition function or the Chern-Simons-Witten (CSW) invariant. The Chern-Simons functional was first used in the physics literature in [14] . See also [16] .
1.2. Stationary phase approximation. We assume we have defined the partition function (2) Z(k) = Dγ e ikL(γ) .
Here, Dγ denotes the path integral measure at a point γ in the space of fields Ω with Lagrangian L : Ω → R. The coupling constant k is usually a real number, but it will be an integer in all the examples we shall consider, since actually our Lagrangians will take values in R/2πZ. One computes the leading order contribution to Z(k) by stationary phase approximation. This is by analogy with integrals of this form over R n (see [23] ). The basic idea is that as k → ∞, the integrand will oscillate wildly and average to zero, except near the critical points γ j of L. One then expands L to second order at γ j . In other words, we consider the tangent space T γ j Ω, which is assumed equipped with an inner product ( ·, · ). Further, we assume there is a map exp : T γ j Ω → Ω.
Thus we may define an operator D j ∈ End (T γ j Ω) (for ξ ∈ T γ j Ω) by L(exp ξ) = L(γ j ) + (ξ, D j ξ) + terms of higher order.
The leading order contribution to the path integral is now defined by analogy with the finite-dimensional case. If D is an invertible operator on R n , we analytically continue the , the path integral (2) is:
η(D j ) .
1.3.
The stationary phase approximation to Chern-Simons. The stationary phase approximation to the Chern-Simons path integral was derived by Witten [38] . The ChernSimons path integral is defined by (5) Z(M, k) = DA e 2πikCS(A) .
The critical points of the action CS(A) are the flat connections A α . The operator D α that appears is the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer operator D α = * d Aα + d Aα * acting on the space Ω odd (M, ad P ) of odd dimensional forms with coefficients in the flat bundle P . The factor | det D α | −1/2 is the square root of the Reidemeister torsion τ Aα . Thus to leading order in 1 k , the contribution to the Chern-Simons partition function from isolated irreducible flat connections is as follows. This formula gives the leading term provided all the flat connections are isolated and at least one of them is irreducible. The product connection is of course reducible, but its contribution is of higher order in η(Dα) τ
1/2
Aα e 2πikCS(Aα) .
This formula requires certain corrections, and the precise stationary phase formula is (49) below.
The path integral prediction for Z(k).
A recurring theme in this article is the rigorous verification of the path integral prediction (4) for Z(k). (4) suggests that as k → ∞, the functional dependence of Z(k) on k will take a particular form. This form is superficially quite different from the form in which the parameter k enters the expressions for Z(M, k) 3 obtained from quantization of the Chern-Simons theory. These expressions appear naturally as polynomials in an N-th root of unity, where N is a multiple of r and (7) r = k + h;
here, the dual Coxeter number h is a natural integer constant associated to the Lie group G.
1.5. The symplectic action functional. A further recurring theme in this article is the analogy between the Chern-Simons functional and another functional, the symplectic action functional S. In the variant we shall consider, the symplectic action functional is defined given a symplectic manifold (N, ω) and a symplectic diffeomorphism f : N → N. It is defined on the space Ω f of paths γ in N such that γ(t + 1) = f γ(t). The critical points of S are the constant paths at the fixed points x j of f . The action S is then defined as the integral of ω over a strip between γ and some reference point x 0 (one of the fixed points).
The gradient flow of S on Ω f shares many of the properties of the gradient flow of CS on A. Both can be used to define a "Floer homology" [17] , in which the critical points form a basis for a chain complex and the gradient flow trajectories define the boundary maps. Given the remarkable results obtained by treating the Chern-Simons functional as the action in a quantum field theory and defining the partition function as a path integral over A, it is natural to ask what one may obtain by defining a path integral over Ω f with the symplectic action functional as the action. This is the content of our §2. We treat a field theory in 0 + 1 dimensions based on the symplectic action functional: we refer to this as symplectic quantum mechanics (SQM).
An important special case occurs when the symplectic manifold N is the moduli space M of flat connections on a G bundle over a surface Σ, and f : M → M is induced from a diffeomorphism β : Σ → Σ. Then the symplectic action functional S is closely related to the Chern-Simons functional on the mapping torus 3-manifold Σ β formed by gluing Σ × I via β.
The paper [15] shows the Floer homologies of the two functionals are essentially the same. One objective of the present article is to establish the relation between the Chern-Simons path integral (5) and our SQM path integral, at least in the large k limit.
1.6. Framings and regularization. A final theme in this article is a technique for using the index theorem to obtain a metric independent expression from the stationary phase expression (4), which appears to have some metric dependence. In the Chern-Simons case, for instance, one must introduce a metric g on the three-manifold M in order to define the operators D. The determinant of D gives rise to Reidemeister torsion, which is independent of g; however, the eta invariants η(D) depend nontrivially on g. This behaviour occurs also in symplectic quantum mechanics, where the analogue of a metric choice is a choice of complex structure on the tangent spaces at the fixed points T x j N. The regularization technique we describe was introduced by Witten [38] ; here, we adapt it to treat the symplectic action functional. Throughout, we are treating an index problem on a bundle E over a manifold Y × I, which is equivalent to the spectral flow of a one parameter family of operators on Y . For the Chern-Simons case, Y is our three-manifold M; for the symplectic action functional, Y is S 1 .
The technique consists of two steps. First, we choose a reference critical point γ 0 and consider the difference of eta invariants η(γ j ) − η(γ 0 ). Via the APS index theorem for manifolds with boundary, this may be expressed as follows. This formula is valid provided 4 the corresponding operators have no kernels.
where SF is the spectral flow of a family of operators and Ω is some characteristic form. In general, Ω is a polynomial in the curvatures of appropriate connections on E and on the tangent bundle. For a general action L on a manifold Y , the procedure is as follows. One chooses a reference point γ 0 among the critical points of this action, and writes
Here D γ is the operator corresponding to the quadratic part of the Lagrangian at γ. Now one uses the index theorem to convert the eta invariant factor into
Here, SF (γ, γ 0 ) is the spectral flow of a family of operators D τ along a path (parametrized by τ ) connecting D γ and D γ 0 .
In the Chern-Simons case, the term Ω leads to a shift in the coefficient multiplying CS(A α ) in (6) , from k to k+h. In the case of the symplectic action functional, it leads (under certain hypotheses) to a standard result from geometric quantization: namely, that the line bundle L k (whose curvature form is integrated to get the symplectic action functional) should be replaced by L k ⊗ K 1/2 , where K is the canonical bundle. We apply this to the symplectic manifold M(Σ) to rederive the shift k → k + h from this point of view.
The second step in the regularization procedure is to replace η(γ 0 ) (which now appears only in an overall factor multiplying the partition function) by some other quantity which is independent of the metric but depends on a choice of trivialization ρ of an appropriate bundle over Y . For the Chern-Simons functional, this means a trivialization of the tangent bundle T M (a framing of M).
Suppose our operator D on Y is extended to D X over a manifold X with boundary Y . Given such a boundary trivialization, one may define a relative characteristic number corresponding to the integral X Ω(ρ) evaluated using the curvature of a connection restricting on the boundary to the product connection determined by the trivialization ρ. We may also consider Y ×I Ω(∇, ρ), where we evaluate Ω using a connection interpolating between the product connection and the connection ∇ corresponding to the operator D. Then we may define
by the index theorem, this is equal to
It is thus natural to obtain a metric independent expression by replacing −
In general, what we have specified here might change by an integer under metric choices.
The defect δ used in the Chern-Simons case is obtained using the signature formula ( [10] , I, Th. 4.14) rather than the index formula, (I, Th. 3.10), and is metric independent: see [7] and [10] .
1.7. Summary of results. Our work treats the Chern-Simons partition function for mapping tori Σ β of surfaces Σ. In §3-5 we treat a general surface Σ. Our aim is to demonstrate the equality of the Chern-Simons partition function (5) for Σ β with the partition function for a different field theory (symplectic quantum mechanics, or SQM) for the corresponding moduli space M, at least in the large k limit. We do this by comparing the quantities involved in the stationary phase expansions. Most of these quantities have been studied before [15] , [32] .
The expressions we seek to identify are the Chern-Simons stationary phase result (49) and the corresponding SQM stationary phase result from (67). We have identified the individual terms contributing to the two partition functions; however, we have not obtained a complete identification of the overall expressions, because the phases of these terms contain powers of i that are determined by the spectral flow of certain operators, and it is not clear that these coincide in general. See, however, the final paragraph of §5.5. Notation:
(1) Recall that for a surface Σ and a diffeomorphism β : Σ → Σ, the mapping torus Σ β is defined as
(2) The surface Σ is assumed equipped with a (topologically trivial) principal G bundle P , and we assume a liftβ of β to P has been chosen. One may then define a mapping torus bundle P β → Σ β , as the mapping torus of P underβ. For reference, we specify a flat connection A 0 on Σ such thatβ * A 0 = A 0 . For instance, one may do this by picking a trivialization of P , and takingβ to be the corresponding trivial lift of β and A 0 to be the product connection. (3) We denote by M or M(Σ) the moduli space of flat connections on P Σ . The map induced byβ on M is denoted f β or usually just f . A lift to the prequantum line bundle L over M is denotedf . We denote by M(Σ β ) the moduli space of flat connections on the mapping torus Σ β .
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. §2 is concerned with the path integral using the symplectic action functional: the main result is the calculation of the stationary phase approximation to the path integral ( §2.4 and 2.5). If the diffeomorphism f preserves a compatible complex structure, then the stationary phase approximation is exact (Proposition 2.6) and the partition function is the expansion at fixed points from the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula 2.5.4.
§3 treats connections on mapping tori and identifies the Chern-Simons path integral formally with the SQM path integral. §4 identifies the Chern-Simons invariants and Reidemeister torsion of flat connections on mapping tori. In §5 we discuss the regularization procedure outlined in §1.6 . We discuss the procedure for SQM in general and the particular case of SQM for moduli spaces of flat connections on surfaces. For comparison, in §5. 4 we provide a brief exposition of the results of Witten [38] on the Chern-Simons case.
The main results in this article are (1) The SQM partition function is equal to the Chern-Simons partition function of the mapping torus (Proposition 3.3 and §4) (2) proof of the explicit formula for the contribution of fixed points to the Chern-Simons partition function of a mapping torus (Proposition 5.6, [26] where it was stated without proof -the proof is given in Proposition 4.7 below ) (3) semiclassical formula for the SQM partition function, in the large k limit -see §2
Remark: Much of material in this article derives from the author's D. Phil. thesis [25] . Some other results from this thesis have already been published in [26] .
2. Symplectic Quantum Mechanics 2.1. Introduction. This section describes a field theory in 0 + 1 dimensions. The space of fields is Ω f , the space of paths in a symplectic manifold (N, ω) with endpoint condition imposed by a symplectic diffeomorphism f . The action is the symplectic action functional defined by Floer [17] . The properties of this functional are very similar to those of the Chern-Simons functional; one motivation for this investigation was thus to shed light on the Chern-Simons path integral.
Our most concrete results are about the stationary phase approximation. In particular we provide an argument (Proposition 2.6) showing that if f preserves a compatible holomorphic structure in addition to the symplectic structure, then the stationary phase approximation is exact. The proof uses Darboux's theorem to rewrite the action in a form that is precisely quadratic. The values obtained from the stationary phase approximation yield the expansion at fixed points of the holomorphic Lefschetz formula (2.5.4).
We calculate the stationary phase approximation at the critical points of the action, which are the constant paths at the fixed points x j of f . The absolute values of the determinants that appear are independent of the complex structure, while the phases (eta invariants) depend on a choice of complex structure at the x j . Similar behaviour is observed in the Chern-Simons path integral [38] .
In order to proceed beyond the leading order in perturbation theory, it is necessary to transform the action into a function on a linear space. One method involves a one parameter family of metrics and the associated exponential maps. We opted instead to assume our symplectic diffeomorphisms came from the integral of a (time dependent) Hamiltonian flow, and to use this Hamiltonian flow to transform our action (12) into an action (27) on the space of closed loops in N.
We find that there are nontrivial contributions to the partition function beyond the leading order in perturbation theory. This is not surprising, since such corrections appear also in the Chern-Simons path integral [12] . What is more disappointing is that our results depend on the choice of a Darboux coordinate system near the fixed points. A possible reason for this is that we implicitly make use of the Euclidean metric induced by the Darboux coordinate system. This is a somewhat unnatural metric choice, since the symplectic manifolds in question are usually not globally flat (with the obvious exception of tori).
This section is organized as follows. The definition of the symplectic action functional and its Hessian are given in §2.2, where we also reformulate the path integral in terms of Hamiltonian flows. The absolute value of the determinant is computed in §2.4, while §2.5 computes the eta invariant.
§2.3 provides background, in terms of a decomposition of Sp(2n, R) into its Cartan subgroups.
The stationary phase calculation is used for the special case when N is the moduli space M of flat connections on a surface. We show that the SQM stationary phase calculation agrees with the Chern-Simons stationary phase calculation for mapping tori of surfaces. A basic reference on background material in symplectic geometry is [29].
2.2. The symplectic action functional.
Several definitions of the action.
The symplectic action functional is a functional defined on paths in symplectic manifolds satisfying certain endpoint conditions. It has a number of related definitions. The basic data in the situation we shall consider are a symplectic manifold (N, ω) equipped with a symplectic diffeomorphism f . The usual definition is the definition used in [15] and [17] . We define a space of paths in N by the periodicity conditions
The tangent space to Ω f at γ is
We pick a reference point x 0 ∈ N which is a fixed point of f . The constant path at x 0 will be denoted γ x 0 , or sometimes simply x 0 . We define the action
where u :
It is easy to check that S 1 is well defined independently of the choice of the strip u.
The following is obvious from this description:
Thus critical points of S 1 correspond to fixed points x 0 of f .
Remark: There are several other endpoint conditions on paths which permit the definition of a symplectic action functional: see [17] .
The following is another way to view the symplectic action functional. We now assume:
(1) N is equipped with a choice of prequantum line bundle (L, ∇).
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(2) The diffeomorphism f lifts to a unitary actionf on L preserving ∇. (If a liftf exists, it is easily seen to be unique up to a constant U(1) factor, provided N is connected. The existence off is guaranteed, for instance, by the hypothesis that N is simply connected.)
Consider the parallel transport map Γ γ in L along γ ⊂ N from γ(0) to γ(1). The action S is then defined by
where v is any element of unit length in L γ(0) . This definition may be reformulated as follows. The mapping torus N f is the space (fibered over Remark 2.2. Observe that we have specified more structure here than simply the diffeomorphism type of the mapping torus of f . As we have constructed it, the fibration N f → S 1 is equipped with a vector field X that lifts the standard vector field on S 1 . The flow along the integral curves of this vector field gives the monodromy map f . We are also specifying a lift We may now check:
Lemma 2.4. The action exp(iS(γ)) is the same as the conjugate of the holonomy of L f around γ viewed as a path in N f .
Proof: Suppose s is a section of L in a neighbourhood of the path γ in N. Let θ s be the form given by ∇s = iθ s s. The formula for parallel transport is as follows. If
i.e., the parallel transport Γ γ s(0) = exp(−i θ s (γ) dt)s(1).
We now restrict to paths in some neighbourhood U of a fixed point x 0 of f , on which a section s of L is defined and also a function h : U → R such that
Thus the action is :
We compare this with the holonomy around L f . One may define a sections :
Then the pullback ∇(s) = iθss is given by θs = d(th) + θ s so that as in the above calculation the holonomy around γ is
which is exactly our previous expression (16) . It is natural to choose a family of complex structures J t on N such that
This has the effect that if
One may use the corresponding metrics g t to define an exponential map
so defining the corresponding exponential maps exp t , we have
We may thus define exp :
Lemma 2.5. The two definitions S 1 (from (12)) and S (from (15)) of the symplectic action functional agree.
Proof: Let γ 0 , γ 1 ∈ Ω f , and take a strip u(t, τ ) in N satisfying (13) , such that u(t, 0) = γ 0 (t), and u(t, 1) = γ 1 (t). We now view γ 0 , γ 1 as sections of N f , and define a stripũ in N f with oriented boundary −γ 1 ∪ γ 0 in the obvious way, by
Then the difference of holonomies is
This agrees with the definition (12) of S 1 .
The Hessian of S at a critical point γ = x 0 is the symmetric quadratic form on
Thus near a critical point, to second order in ξ ∈ T x 0 Ω f , we have
Proposition 2.6. If f preserves a metric on N compatible with the symplectic form, then the stationary phase approximation is exact.
Proof: In this case we may consider the exponential map at x 0 , exp : T → N, which then satisfies f • exp = exp • df . (As f is an isometry, it preserves geodesics.) Of course df ∈ U(T ), the unitary group of the tangent space. The 2-form exp * ω is a symplectic form on T (the tangent space viewed as a manifold rather than as a vector space): this symplectic form is preserved by df . Darboux's theorem thus says there is a diffeomorphism α : T → T such that α * exp * ω = ω 0 , a differential form with constant coefficients in the coordinates on T . Moreover, α commutes with df (by the equivariant version of Darboux), so also f
Thus we may replace paths γ(t) in N satisfying
by paths ψ in T satisfying df (ψ(t)) = ψ(t + 1) under the identification γ = (exp •α)ψ. A strip from the constant path γ x 0 to γ is provided by u(t, τ ) = (exp •α)(τ ψ(t)). The action thus becomes
which is precisely quadratic: thus the stationary phase approximation to the path integral is exact. Using the time dependent metrics given by the complex structures satisfying (17) , one may define a metric on T γ Ω f by (22) ξ
We may use the metric to transform the quadratic form ∇ 2 S into a differential operator:
Notation:
• T x 0 N will be denoted by T .
•
• In particular, if γ is the constant loop at x 0 , we have
Suppose (df ) x 0 is in the image of the exponential map on sp(T x 0 N): i.e., we assume there is E ∈ sp(T x 0 N) such that df = exp E. (This is not always true, but we can always find such an E in sp(T x 0 N) ⊗ C: see §2.3.1.) Then we may write a path
such that ρ(0) = 1 and ρ(1) = df . Using this path, we may transform our operator to an operator on the space T x 0 Ω 0 of closed loops in T x 0 N, as follows:
The natural path of time dependent complex structures on T x 0 N is
for some fixed complex structure J. So our operator
where
We shall want to expand S beyond the quadratic order, and for this purpose we need to identify Ω f with a linear space. One approach can be used when f is the integral of a Hamiltonian flow, which generalizes the technique used in Lemma 2.7. Let H t be a Hamiltonian function, which may in general depend on t. Observe first that if f t is a path of symplectic diffeomorphisms, then the Hamiltonian vector field XH corresponding to the Hamiltonian functionH t = H t • f t is:
t ) * X Ht . Suppose we have a path of symplectic diffeomorphisms f t corresponding to the Hamiltonian H t :
where X t is short for X Ht . In this case we replace paths γ ∈ Ω f by closed paths ψ ∈ Ω 0 , under the identification (26) γ(t) = f t exp ψ(t).
(Here, "exp" denotes the exponential map on the tangent space T x 0 N, with respect to the (time independent) metric induced by the fixed complex structure J introduced in Lemma 2.7.) A homotopy from the constant path γ x 0 to γ is given by
The action is thus
The first term we recognize as minus the logarithm of the holonomy of L around the closed path exp ψ(t). The second term is
(We assume H t (x 0 ) = (dH t ) x 0 = 0 for all t; the same is thus true forH t .) Thus the action is:
Remark: If H is independent of t, then it is conserved under the Hamiltonian flow, sõ H = H. Remark on Jacobians: Formally, the path integral measure on Ω f is the "Liouville volume" Dγ
where dµ is the symplectic volume on N. This is invariant under the transformation
so the change of variables (26) does not formally produce a Jacobian in the path integral measure.
2.3. Cartan subgroups. The leading order term of the stationary phase approximation for the partition function will depend on the value of df at fixed points x 0 . Actually it will only be finite for those values of df in Sp(2n, R) which do not have 1 as an eigenvalue. We analyze this leading order term by decomposing Sp(2n, R) into its Cartan subgroups. (See [3] , [4] for general material on Cartan subgroups and subalgebras.) A Cartan subalgebra (CSA) b of the Lie algebra g of the Lie group G is a maximal abelian subalgebra consisting of semisimple elements. These are obtained as the centralizers of almost every X ∈ g. The corresponding Cartan subgroup is B = Z G (b), the centralizer in G. For compact groups, there is only one Cartan subalgebra up to conjugacy, the Lie algebra of the maximal torus. For noncompact groups there are a finite number of conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras. The stationary phase approximation to our partition function Z will be finite if 1 is not an eigenvalue of df for any fixed point x 0 . If U is a regular element of G = Sp(n, R) (i.e., if its centralizer Z G (U) in sp(n, R) consists of semisimple elements and has minimal dimension), then U is contained in a unique Cartan subgroup, namely Z G (U). We restrict ourselves to considering those df that are in certain Cartan subgroups that are representatives of the conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups. 
(c) :
This decomposition corresponds to the fact ( [23] , p. 116) that if z ∈ C is an eigenvalue of X ∈ sp(2n, R) then so are −z andz: so eigenvalues come in pairs ±h, ±ih (h ∈ R) or 4-tuples ±z, ±z. The sets of block diagonal matrices with different possible orderings of the blocks are conjugate. Examples.
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• G = Sp(2, R) = SL(2, R). There are two Cartan subalgebras; all regular elements of g are conjugate to an element of type (a) (i.e. u(1): unitary) or to one of type (b) (hyperbolic). The Cartan subgroup corresponding to the hyperbolic case is
which has two components. The elements of SL(2, R) which are not in a Cartan subgroup are the parabolic elements, namely those conjugate to
The maximal abelian subalgebras corresponding to these elements consist of nilpotent elements rather than semisimple ones. The Cartan subgroup containing U ∈ SL(2, Z) is determined by the trace Tr(U): i.e.,
• G = Sp(4, R). There are four conjugacy classes of CSA: in the notation of (28), these are
0 0 (b) and (c).
2.3.1. Reduction to constant loops: the general case. The disconnectedness of the hyperbolic Cartan subgroup of SL(2, R) is all that prevents elements of Sp(2n, R) from being in the image of the exponential map on the Lie algebra. As it stands, our construction of the operator D (Lemma 2.7) is only valid for df = exp E, E ∈ sp(2n, R). To extend it to the general case, it suffices to find a way to treat
This is done as follows. The operator D defined in Lemma 2.7 acts in the first instance on L 2 (S 1 , R 2n ); however, we can compute its determinant and eta invariant from its action on
In the case when df is not in the identity component of its Cartan subgroup, it still makes sense to define D as an operator acting on L 2 (S 1 , C 2n ) using the formula (24) but where E is a complex matrix such that df = exp E: we take, for the above df ,
Notice that for
the endomorphism JE is self-adjoint on C 2n ; this is the reason for making this particular choice of E.
2.4.
Calculation of det D: absolute value. We need the determinant of the quadratic form from (24)
, where df = exp E. We observe:
Lemma 2.9. JE = −E * J, where * is the adjoint with respect to the metric g on T = T x 0 W compatible with J and ω. The operator D is self-adjoint.
Proof: J * = −J, and
We shall formally compute | det D| by multiplying together all the eigenvalues of D, as in [5] .
Lemma 2.10. The absolute value | det D| is independent of J.
Proof: The eigenfunctions of D are the solutions ψ oḟ ψ = (−E + 2Jλ)ψ for eigenvalues λ. Writing −E + 2Jλ = A, these are the functions exp At: but because they must be periodic, they must correspond to eigenvectors of A with eigenvalues 2πim (m ∈ Z), i.e., det(−E + 2λJ + 2πim) = 0 or (29) det J(JE + 2λ − 2πimJ) = 0.
The product of the 2n solutions λ to this (for given m) is
The determinant and eta invariant are multiplicative on block diagonal operators, so it suffices to compute the contributions to them from the Cartan subalgebra blocks described in §2.3. The contributions to m | det(E − 2πim)| are the following: (a): E has eigenvalues ±ih, so 4π
(c): Eigenvalues ±z, ±z, so (4π
This is the contribution for the block from each m ∈ Z.
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To make sense of the infinite product over all m, we recall
We "renormalize"by discarding the factor ( m≥1 4π 2 m 2 ).
Proposition 2.11. The following are the contributions to | det D| from the blocks in (28):
(a):
:
In the above (a -c), a factor ( m≥1 4π 2 m 2 ) 2 has been discarded from each block of dimension 2, two from a block of dimension 4. Case (d) follows using the analogous formula
and discarding a factor n≥1 {π
Remark 2.12. : Zeta function determinant calculation
These values may also be obtained by observing that
and then diagonalizing E and using the zeta function determinant | det(
Zeta function determinants of this type are treated in [18] .
We see:
Proposition 2.13. | det D| −1/2 is the absolute value of the character of the metaplectic representation of df .
Calculation of the eta invariant. For our D, η(D)
will in general depend on the complex structure J. A motivation for this is provided by the calculation in Lemma 2.10. J is traceless since it is in sp(2n, R); thus using (29), the eigenvalues corresponding to a given m sum to − 1 2 Tr(JE), which depends on J. The eta invariant measures this asymmetry.
2.5.1. The SL(2, R) case. We may confirm this in the case of SL(2, R) by the following calculation. The computation is easy for SL(2, R). We start with the calculation (e.g. [22] , p. 82) for the eta invariant of the operator
, whose spectrum is n + a (n ∈ Z); it is (30) η(A) = 1 − 2a, 0 < a < 1.
We seek the eta invariant of the operator D from (24) . We write D = −(J/2)(
is invariant under simultaneous conjugation of J and E, we may fix J and compute η(D) as a function of E. We take
in terms of real coefficients Σ i . The eigenvalues of D are then
(two eigenvalues for each m ∈ Z). The overall scaling of the eigenvalues does not affect the eta invariant, so replacingσ i by σ i =σ i /(2π), we may use
where we have defined κ 2 = σ 1 2 + σ 3 2 .
For κ = 0, the eta invariant is just the same as that of A above (multiplied by 2 since we have twice as many eigenvalues), i.e., η = 2(1 − Σ 2 /π). We differentiate with respect to κ to get ∂ ∂κ η(s, κ) = ∓s
This is absolutely convergent: for large m and s near zero, it goes like Thus, away from the zero eigenvalues, we may interchange ∂ ∂κ with taking the limit as s → 0 to conclude ∂ ∂κη (0, κ) = 0, i.e., provided 0 < Σ 2 < 2π, we have
For small enough κ, this is the exact value (not just mod Z). Notice also that TrJE = −2Σ 2 , confirming the remarks at the beginning of this section.
The general case. In general
Now JE + EJ commutes with J while JE − EJ anticommutes with it. So we may apply a theorem due to Cheeger [13] (Theorem 5.4 below), which implies that adding JE − EJ does not changeη (mod Z). We thus need to evaluateη(D 0 ), where
Now we may diagonalize the restriction of JE + EJ to the +i eigenspace of J: suppose it has eigenvalues λ. Then
Since we have assumed ker D = 0, this gives Lemma 2.14. The eta invariant of D is given by
2.5.3. Choices of complex structures. To make sense of the dependence of the eta invariant on J, we note that there is a canonical sensible choice of complex structure for each of the blocks in the Cartan subalgebra (see §2.3), i.e.,
With these complex structures, the eigenvalues of D are: Thus to define the eta invariant for arbitrary E, we use this canonical complex structure on a block diagonal Cartan subalgebra containing a conjugate of E. Given df , one may associate a class of complex structures to it by choosing g ∈ Sp(2n, R) such that df = g −1 B 0 g, where B 0 is one of our standard forms for elements of Cartan subgroups; one then defines the associated standard complex structure J 0 from (36), and J = g −1 J 0 g. For instance, if df preserves a complex structure, this prescription says to use the complex structure it preserves to define the eta invariant. In this unitary case, the complex structure is in fact unique, provided df has no eigenvalues ±1. However, if there are hyperbolic blocks one may not in general associate a unique complex structure by this means. For instance, conjugating by the hyperbolic Cartan subgroup of SL(2, R) fixes any df in this subgroup, but transforms our standard complex structure as follows:
The eta invariant is well defined by these choices of complex structures: it is determined by the eigenvalues of E of the form ih, h ∈ R. The only ambiguity is thus the sign of h. However, if we could change the sign of h by conjugation, we could conjugate the complex structure J to −J, where
This is impossible since conjugation of a positive complex structure (one for which the associated symmetric quadratic form is positive definite) produces another positive complex structure. Thus there is a canonical way to define the eta invariant of D, despite the complex structure dependence. A more sophisticated procedure to deal with the complex structure dependence of the eta invariants is discussed in §5.
2.5.4.
The holomorphic Lefschetz formula. Combining the value (37) of η (for h ∈ (0, 2π)) with the value 4 sin 2 (h/2) for det(D), we have
If df x is conjugate to a unitary matrix at all fixed points x, this gives
for the leading order contribution to the partition function from x 0 .
If f preserves not only the symplectic structure but also a compatible holomorphic structure on W , and if f lifts to a holomorphic mapf on L, thenf acts also on the sheaf cohomology groups. The holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula (see [9] ) then states that
where the right-hand sum is over the fixed points P of f . The right hand side is precisely the sum of the contributions from (38) over all fixed points. Furthermore, in this situation, 20 we have shown above (Proposition 2.6) that the partition function is given precisely by the leading order term. Thus if f preserves a holomorphic structure, we have
.
If H i vanishes for i > 0, this suggests an interpretation in terms of the quantization of the theory. In geometric quantization, one way to quantize a symplectic manifold (N, ω) is to pick a prequantum line bundle L, which acquires a holomorphic structure given a compatible complex structure J on N. The physical Hilbert space H is then defined as
From this point of view, the holomorphic Lefschetz formula appears as the statement that our path integral evaluates the trace of f on the physical Hilbert space. If the higher cohomology groups do not vanish, it appears from our result (40) that the physical Hilbert space should be interpreted as a virtual vector space
Relation between SQM and Chern-Simons
The following properties are obvious, and are in any case discussed in [15] ( §3):
Proposition 3.1. The space of connections on P β is given by
are C ∞ . The space of gauge transformations on P β is
where g is also C ∞ from R to G(P ).
The action of a gauge transformation g onÃ is
In this language the Chern-Simons functional becomes ( [15] , (3-2))
One thus sees in particular that Lemma 3.2.
(1) IfÃ satisfies F A(t) = 0, then so does g * Ã
. In other words, gauge transformations preserve paths in the space of flat connections.
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(2) For paths A(t) with F A(t) = 0, the variation of the Chern-Simons functional under
The second part follows because one can rewrite the variation of the Chern-Simons functional as (see [15] , after (7-4)):
One then integrates by parts and uses the fact that d AȦ = ∂F A(t) /∂t = 0. Now the symplectic form on A(Σ) is chosen to be
The normalization is chosen so that Σ ω ∈ 2πZ. As above, this corresponds to the connection form
What follows is the formal proof that the partition function of symplectic quantum mechanics is equal to the partition function of Chern-Simons gauge theory. "Proof" (formal): Let us examine the result of inserting the expression (41) into the Chern-Simons path integral. One first performs the path integral over Φ(t) for all t: this imposes the condition F A(t) = 0. Thus the partition function reduces to an integral over paths in the space of flat connections on Σ; the Lagrangian on these paths is −(1/4π) Tr((A − A 0 ) ∧Ȧ) dt. Because of Lemma 3.2, the path integral descends to a path integral over paths in the moduli space M satisfying the appropriate endpoint condition.
Thus, after doing the Φ integration, the Chern-Simons path integral reduces to the following integral over paths A(t) in the space of flat connections on Σ:
which is precisely the SQM partition function for paths in M with the endpoint condition imposed by f .
Large k limits in Chern-Simons and SQM
This section provides evidence for the formal argument given in Proposition 3.3. For an arbitrary surface Σ with a diffeomorphism β, we show that the critical points of the SQM Lagrangian on M correspond to flat connections on Σ β , and that the data from the large k limit of the Chern-Simons theory (the Reidemeister torsion and the Chern-Simons invariant at flat connections) correspond precisely to the data from the large k limit of SQM. Trβ, whereβ is the lift of β to the prequantum line bundle.
Proof: Recall from §2 that if a lift of f preserving the connection θ on L exists, it is unique up to a constant factor in U(1). However, as we shall describe, the Chern-Simons functional on connections on the mapping torus is precisely the function that is used to lift the action of bundle automorphisms from A(Σ) to L in a way that preserves the connection. For a related treatment see [15] or [32] . We recall ( [11] , [32] ) that one way to define the prequantum line bundle on M is to start with the trivial bundle L = A(Σ) × U(1) over A(Σ) and construct a lifting of the action of G Σ on A(Σ) to L. Actually we will lift not just G Σ but Aut(P Σ ). For ψ ∈ Aut(P Σ ), the lift is defined by
Here, one defines the function Θ as follows. Given A ∈ A(Σ) and ψ ∈ Aut(P Σ ) covering β ∈ Diff(Σ), we pick a connectionÃ on Σ × R such thatÃ(t + 1) = ψ * Ã (t). This connectioñ A thus defines a connection on the mapping torus Σ β . One defines
This is independent of the choice of interpolationÃ, since one can get between different interpolations by a gauge transformation on the closed manifold Σ β . One may check that the mapψ : L → L preserves the connection. Restricting to the gauge group G Σ ⊂ Aut(P Σ ), one lifts the gauge group action to L and thus defines a quotient bundle L → M(Σ) ⊂ A(Σ)/G Σ . Furthermore, if ψ =β ∈ Aut(P Σ ) covers β ∈ Diff (Σ), the mapψ descends to give a lift of f β : M → M to an automorphismf β : L → L of the prequantum line bundle over M, preserving the natural connection. where Z acts on π 1 Σ via the diffeomorphism β of Σ. In other words, π 1 Σ β is generated by π 1 Σ and one new generator γ, with the additional relation γ −1 σγ = β * σ.
Lemma 4.5. We have Proof: The element g must satisfy
Thus g ∈ N(S), the normalizer of S. All other g ′ that also satisfy (45) are parametrized by
clearly also Stab(ρ, g) = S ∩ Z(g).
Then M ρ is Sg/S, the quotient under the action of S by conjugation (which exists because g ∈ N(S)).
Examples:
(1) If ρ is irreducible, then S = Z(G) and M ρ = Sg, a set of points.
(2) If ρ is central, S = G and M ρ = T /W , where T is the maximal torus and W the Weyl group. (3) If G = SU(2), and ρ is abelian but not central, then
The element g may be chosen as j (in quaternionic notation), and any element of Sj is conjugate to j via an element of T , so M ρ is a point. (4) If Σ is a torus, all representations are abelian. For a generic representation ρ, the stabilizer S is the maximal torus T and the action of g ∈ N(T ) on Lie(S) is just its action via the Weyl group N(T )/T . We may identify Sg/S with the subspace (S ∩ Z(g)) g, on which the conjugation action of S is trivial. For any fixed g 0 , and
so the induced map df = ad(g)β * on the tangent space is well defined, as will be discussed in §2 of [27] . (Note that some of the fixed points of f may be singular points of M(Σ).)
The following result is Proposition 5.6 in [26] , which was stated in that paper without proof. The proof appears here.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose (ρ, g 0 ) satisfy (45), and ρ is an isolated fixed point for the action of f β on M(Σ). The integral over M ρ of the square root of the Reidemeister torsion is
Here, ad(g)β * − 1 ∈ End (H 1 (Σ, ρ)) is the map df induced by β on T ρ M(Σ) at the fixed point ρ, andβ is a lift of β to the flat bundle ad(P ) over Σ.
Proof: We seek the Reidemeister torsion of the mapping torus Σ β with the representation (ρ, g) of its fundamental group, in the notation of Lemma 4.5. This is an element of (
Using the obvious Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for the mapping torus of a surface, we have We represent Ω i (Σ, ρ) by C i (Σ) ⊗ g ⊗ C / ∼, whereΣ denotes the universal covering space of Σ and ∼ denotes the equivalence relation given by the action of the fundamental group π via the representation ρ. To define the action of β we choose a liftβ toΣ. We choose the basepoint in Σ to be preserved by β, and the liftβ is chosen to preserve a lift of the basepoint. The map µ corresponding to the point (ρ, g) is then just
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Using the behaviour of torsion under the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, the Reidemeister torsion we seek is the same as the Reidemeister torsion of
and the notation in (47) means that we take the determinant of the maps on the cohomology groups of Σ arising from the Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence. Clearly in this situation we simply want the determinant of the maps from the long exact sequence of cohomology groups, since all the scalar factors in τ (Σ) cancel between the numerator and the denominator of (47).
Consider the portion of the exact sequence (46)
By our assumption that ρ is an isolated fixed point of f β , µ is an isomorphism. The contribution from the determinant of µ to the determinant of this exact sequence is then precisely 1/ det ad(g)β * − 1 .
Consider now the portion of the exact sequence
The space H 0 (Σ) may be identified with Lie(S). The map ν is then
Clearly then H 0 (Σ β ) ∼ = Lie(S) ∩ Z(g), the subspace fixed by the adjoint action of g. Since ν is self-adjoint in the metric on Lie(S), H 1 (Σ β ) identifies naturally with (Im ν) ⊥ ∼ = Ker ν. The standard metric on Lie(S) (from the basic inner product on g) gives natural volume elements ω 0 (respectively ω 1 ) on H 0 (Σ β ) (respectively H 1 (Σ β )) with respect to which the torsion of the exact sequence (48) is det(1 − ad(g)), the determinant of the restriction to Z(g) ⊥ ⊂ Lie(S). Thus the contribution to the torsion from this part of the sequence is
. However, the natural volume element d vol on Sg/S at the point g is det(1 − ad(g)) −1 ω 1 , since 1 −ad(g) is the differential of the conjugation map. φ : S → Sg given by φ(h) = hgh −1 . This map is defined because g ∈ N(S). Thus, assuming the natural volume element ω 0 on H 0 (Σ β ), the contribution to the torsion of Σ β from (48) is simply d vol ∈ Λ max H 1 (Σ β ). The part of the exact sequence from H 2 Σ β to H 3 Σ β gives the same contribution as (48), by Poincaré duality.
Thus the integral over M ρ of the square root of the torsion is
Regularization of the eta invariant
We recall the index theorem for manifolds with boundary, whose use is necessary in order to replace the eta invariants which appear as phases of determinants in the leading order approximation to the path integral. The general procedure is outlined in the Introduction ( §1.6). The regularization procedure was introduced by Witten [38] , who applied it to the Chern-Simons functional. The formula obtained in that case is as follows:
Here, we sum over the gauge equivalence classes of flat connections A. We denote the first Betti number by b 1 (M). To make sense of the torsion factor in (49), one must choose an element of Λ max H 0 (M; d A ) (which is done in [19] , for instance, in computing the torsion of lens spaces).
Here we treat the theory associated to the symplectic action functional. In the SQM case, these eta invariants depend on a choice of complex structure at all fixed points of f . We discussed in §2.5 the extent to which a canonical complex structure could be associated to f . If f preserves a compatible complex structure globally on the symplectic manifold N, it is very natural to choose that complex structure for our calculations, and indeed we showed in §2.5.4 that this choice leads to the quantity described by the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula. For a general f , however, it is more appealing to seek a procedure that does away with the complex structure dependence altogether.
The basic ingredient in the regularization procedure is the index theorem for manifolds with boundary: with D an elliptic operator on Y . Then for global boundary conditions, 5.1. Symplectic quantum mechanics case. Consider a family of almost complex structures J t on T N ⊗ C such that J t+1 = f * J t , i.e.,
We obtain a corresponding family of Levi-Civita connections on N; call these ∇ (t) . Denote by Π t = 
∇ commutes with J t by construction. One easily verifies also that Proposition 5.3. ∇ is unitary.
Consider a fixed point x of f , which defines a loop γ x in N f . We wish to study η(D x ), where D x is the operator on the bundle γ x * ( T N ⊗ C) over S 1 given by
Given two such fixed points x ± , we choose a map
In other words,ũ is a path of sections of N f interpolating between the constant loop at x + and that at x − , andũ is constant in neighbourhoods of τ = ±1. The stripũ is as in (20) .
We can useũ to pull back the bundle T N ⊗ C and the connection ∇ to S 1 × [−1, 1]. Further, in neighbourhoods of τ = ±1, the connection in the directions ∂ ∂τ and ∂ ∂t is given by
We use the standard holomorphic structure on S 1 × [−1, 1], and define a holomorphic structure on the bundleũ * T * N over S 1 × [−1, 1] by defining∂ = (ũ * ∇) 0,1 . Similarly one may define the conjugate operator δ onũ * T ′′ N . We consider the operatorD onũ
The condition that u be constant near τ = ±1 was imposed to obtain (53), which means the index theorem applies toD since it has the correct form (50) near the boundary. Now D restricts to∂ onũ * T * N , and to ∂ onT ′′ N. We thus have
where here the eta invariants refer to the operatorD on γ x * ( T N ⊗ C) given by
and we have used the notation h(x) = dim KerD x . The signs of the eta invariants are because, with the orientation we have chosen, the boundary of u is γ x − − γ x + .: see Lemma 2.5. We instead wanted the eta invariant of the operator
However,J t is a self-adjoint bundle endomorphism of T N ⊗ C which interchanges T * N and T ′′ N . Thus we may apply the following theorem to relate η(D 
operator on ξ 0 ⊕ ξ 1 . If the path P ǫ consists of invertible operators, then
More generally, define h(P ) = dim ker(P );
Remark 5.5. Consideration of the example in §2.5.1 shows that we cannot do better than this: there are choices of operators for which the linear path P ǫ will have spectral flow 1, so that η will jump by 2. For instance, take
In the notation of §2.5.1, the path P ǫ = L + ǫQ gives the path of eigenvalues parametrized 
The eta invariant of D x (58) should be expressed in terms of the index of the operator D onũ * (T N × C) given as follows. We introduce a connection ∇ ′ onT N ⊗ C which differs from ∇ in (51) by the term −dt J tJt /2 in the dt direction:
Then we define
Now the operators D andD on S 1 ×[−1, 1] are homotopic (since they differ by a zeroth order term), but by a homotopy which moves their boundary values. We must thus consider the spectral flow corresponding to this homotopy restricting to the boundaries. Index D(x − , x + ) is the usual index associated to the symplectic action functional, which is given by the difference of Maslov indices µ(x − ) − µ(x + ).
We decompose
We equate this with the expression from (56):
This shows, cancelling the extra terms, that
In other words, using (59), we can work backwards from the index formula forD to the index formula for D. Our overall conclusion is Theorem 5.7.
whereũ is a strip in N f interpolating between x + and x − . The curvature i 2π
TrF ∇ of the connection defined by (51) represents −c 1K , whereK is the canonical bundle (Λ max T * N ) * over N f defined by the family of complex structures J t .
5.2.
Complex structure dependence. Notice from Theorem 5.7 that the difference of eta invariants still depends on a choice of path of complex structures on the tangent space at each fixed point. This is in contrast to the situation encountered in the Chern-Simons theory, where differences of eta invariants are shown by the index theorem to be independent of a choice of metric. We can, however, make sense of this situation as follows. The regularization procedure we have developed involves adding "counterterms" of a form very similar to the "gravitational Chern-Simons" counterterm used by Witten [38] in regularizing the eta invariant in Chern-Simons theory. We assume that
• N is simply connected.
• The first Chern class of the canonical bundle c 1 (K) ∈ H 2 (N, Z) may be represented by a 2-form α on N such that f * α = α. (For example, α might be a multiple of the symplectic form.) 31 As in §2, we may choose a line bundle with connection (L, θ) on N, so that the connection θ has curvature specified by i 2π dθ = α.
As in §2, there is then a lift of f tof : L → L preserving θ: we may thus construct a bundle (L,θ) over N f . As a cohomology class, c 1K is represented by the form α on N f ; thus there is a bundle isomorphism (64) Ψ :K →L.
We thus have Under this procedure, the difference η(x + ) − η(x − ) gets regularized to 4 u α, where u is a strip in N joining x − and x + . The result is that instead of having the integral of k times the symplectic form ω in the path integral, we now have kω + α/2. This reflects the result in geometric quantization that one should alter the prequantum line bundle L by tensoring with the square root of the canonical bundle. As we shall see below, in the case when N = M(Σ) this yields the shift k → k + h.
There is an integer ambiguity in the data we have specified so far: the possible homotopy classes of bundle isomorphisms Ψ correspond to [N f , S 1 ] ∼ = Z. In fact, choosing a homotopy class Ψ corresponds to choosing a homotopy class of trivializations ofK over the loop γ x 0 in N f for one particular fixed point x 0 of f . We may see this as follows. Our liftf was unique only up to a U(1) factor. We may fix this factor by requiring thatf is the identity over our reference fixed point x 0 ; then our bundleL has a canonical trivialization over γ x 0 . Given a choice of Ψ, this pulls back to give a trivialization ofK over γ x 0 .
Using the gauge provided by the canonical trivialization over x 0 , the integral γx 0θ is 0. Thus the regularization shifts the eta invariant η(x 0 ) to η(x 0 ) − 4 i 2π γx 0 (Tr ∇ + ∇ 0 ) , where ∇ 0 is the product connection onK| γx 0 obtained by pulling back the canonical trivialization of L over γ x 0 . In other words, our "counterterm" is the transgression of 2c 1 (K) in the connection ∇ using the pullback of the canonical trivialization, which is the precise counterpart of the gravitational Chern-Simons term in Witten's treatment. [15] has studied the spectral flow of the one-parameter family of operators corresponding to the gradient of the symplectic action functional on the moduli space of flat connections on a surface Σ. One of its main results is that this spectral flow is equal to the spectral flow of the family of APS operators corresponding to a path of connections A(τ ) on the corresponding mapping torus Σ β , whose endpoints are flat connections A − and A + on Σ β corresponding to fixed points of the action of f β on M(Σ). Note, however, that [15] restricts to SO(3) bundles with w 2 = 0, in order to obtain nonsingular moduli spaces. [15] also assumed that neither family of operators had kernels on the boundary. In the SQM partition function (Theorem 67) we obtain a term from the spectral flow of a certain family of operators, similar to that in (49). The spectral flow from SQM and that from the Chern-Simons functional enter the stationary phase approximation expressions with different signs, but this is simply the result of a discrepancy in orientation conventions. To complete the identification of the SQM partition function and the CS partition function, it would be necessary to compare the spectral flows of the APS operator and the operator from the gradient flow of the symplectic action functional, even when these operators have kernels on the boundary. Our operators D x are assumed to have no kernel, so there is no term in the SQM stationary phase expansion corresponding to the dimension of the kernel of an operator, in contrast to the Chern-Simons case (49).
